Outlining
a Critical
Path to
Delivery

O

ur clients come to us when they need specialist expertise and
want to free up internal resources for other project-critical tasks.
They often ask us how we can get involved and what the
process is. Here are Cascade Engineering’s Ben Barrass and Rob Harborne
to answer a few questions.

When clients first approach
us Ben, what are they really
looking for?
BB: It’s not unusual for customers
to approach us when they are
already immersed in a project.
Often they may be getting close to
deadlines or finding their in-house
team is swamped or lacking specific
expertise. That is quite often the
trigger for the call.
RH: That’s not to say that the best
projects are usually where we are
brought in early. Some customers
may feel they don’t need us until
later in the project, but we’ve
found that early involvement
usually means we can bring time
and money saving ideas from the
start of the project.
There are many distinct areas
and complexities when working
on a large programme or
project. How do you outline a
critical path when there is so
much to think about? Where do
you start?
BB: Projects are often complex
and our involvement only comprises
a portion of it. So the most

important starting point is to
allocate a single point of contact.
It sounds simple but we find that
our customer and their team
definitely benefit from having one
person to deal with from Cascade
Engineering. That person will always
be a senior, highly qualified engineer
who is not just responsible for
the smooth running of the project
and ensuring everyone is kept up
to date, but also for the drive and
delivery to find the right solutions
and insights to make the concept
successful commercially.
Early discussions usually
centre around the overall project
objectives, but quickly transform
into understanding the project
details and demands placed upon it.
We do this so we can be fully aware
how critical our part of the project
is and how it sits within the overall
requirements of the programme.
It means our initial scope is detailed
and relevant.
We quite often suggest a 4-box
reporting system, which we use
each week to relay the vital project
information back to stakeholders
and key project leads.

Quite often there are many
different people within the
customer organisation who
need to be involved, for example
some who may be concerned
about releasing high value
IP to external parties, others
who need to manage legal and
technical aspects. How do you
ensure everyone is on the
same page?
RH: There can often be a
nervousness where high value IP
within projects is concerned. We
are very used to meeting the needs
of different team members within
organisations because we know
everyone has got the best interests
of the project at heart. Safety and
security are often the important
aspects to get right first, as we
work with legal teams and others
to agree NDAs, confidentiality
principles and demonstrate our
data security processes. We
also keep our certifications,
affiliations, insurances and health
and safety practices up to date
and ready to hand so that we can
quickly provide all the necessary
documentation to procurement

“Engineering is the

heart of our business...
we ensure we always

deliver the most efficient

solution, with the

required performance.”

Ben Barrass

and finance departments, meaning
these important aspects to bring
a supplier into a business can be
achieved as seamlessly as possible.

There’s a lot of pre-planning
before we get to kick-off the
project then. Once we get to
kick-off, how do you keep
everyone up to date and manage
the inevitable ebbs and flows of
the project?
BB: We try to agree a fully priced
technical proposal, specific to the
task, during our initial discussions. The
first stage is often pretty clear, with
the following stages dependent on
the outcome of the first. So we quite
often stage the work, maybe starting
with a feasibility study, and then
shape what comes next. Most of our
customers appreciate this approach
because it means no one is committing
to anything that is unknown and more
importantly, we can realise time or cost
gains as we go.
Engineering is the heart of
our business. From the very
first schemes through to final
acceptance, our engineering teams
design, develop, refine and test
components and structures to
ensure we always deliver the most
efficient solution, with the required
performance.
RH: All of our projects are different.
When we worked with BAE Systems
Maritime - Naval Ships on the Type 26
frigate for example, we concentrated
on the critical programme elements
we were tasked with – in this case
designing the foremast structure –
while following BAE systems methods
and Lloyd’s rules for Special Service
Craft. [Full BAE Systems case study
here.] That was quite a different
approach to the work we did with EIS
Aircraft (now part of QinetiQ) where

Initial Enquiry

Agree Basics

Detailed Technical
Proposal

Outline discussion of your
needs and required
capabilities.
Cascade Engineering single
point of contact allocated.

Here, the formalities are
agreed:
NDAs signed so we can
disclose and discuss your
needs in more detail. All
accreditations provided.

We typically split
programmes into stages
for more flexible project
management (giving you
more insight and lower
initial commitment).

Further Phases
Required

First Phase
Delivery

Contract Agreed

Flexible project
management and a joint
review of previous phases
facilitates an updated
technical proposal and
agreed updates to the
contract as required.

Regular reporting, with
frequency according to
your needs. Regular and
direct customer
involvement at design or
gate reviews.

Next Phase
Delivery
Continuing development,
liaison and reporting as
before.

Final Delivery

Support

Here we deliver detailed
drawings, formal reports,
and delivery packs, with
our internally (and where
required customer)
reviewed report.
Develop formal certification
data and reports.

Support test activities.
Respond to any issues
leading up to product
manufacture and in
service.

Cascade Engineering brings assurance to all or part of your
engineering projects. Our multi-disciplinary approach means we
work with you on the complete mechanical and structural design
and development of your project, including test and certification.
So you can be completely confident that you’ll have the best
solution for your needs, ready for manufacture and delivery.

the original engineering partner was
unable to meet the project scope and
we had to quickly step up to bring
the project, which had been a year
delayed, back on track. [Full EIS casestudy here.]

Delivering formal certification
documentation is our final proof
of the pudding. Is certification
or final sign-off always
guaranteed?

Kick-off meeting with
relevant team members
and identification of any
missing data.

BB: Well I’d like to say yes,
pretty much! A combined 200
years of experience and we
have a 100% certification (or
equivalent) success rate. We
put plenty of focus on delivery;
we enjoy complex projects and
testing environments and our
clients hire us to make things
happen. They rely on us to
bring fresh eyes to challenging
technical and engineering
problems and to develop
designs that are efficient, costeffective to manufacture and
meet or exceed the end-client
requirements.
It's our ability to deliver that
brings clients back to us time after
time.
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• For more information
on Cascade Engineering’s
full range of services,
click here.
• To read how we have
worked with other clients
to help their concepts
reach full potential,
click here.
• For information on
who we have worked
with, click here.
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